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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
In a paper published in 1969 [ 11 Beesack proved some inequalities 
involving nth iterated kernels and convolutions. In the present paper we shall 
extend these results to general mean values of kernels and convolutions and 
also obtain some reverse or complementary inequalities involving such 
means. In this introductory section we establish our notation, define 
generalized iterated kernels, and prove two lemmas. The second lemma gives 
the strong form of Jensen’s inequality which we will later require. In 
Section 2 we define the general nth-order means and prove a number of 
inequalities relating these, including an analogue of the classical inequality 
( 4 <. 4 for s < r) for ordinary means. Corresponding results for nth-order 
convolutions are given, in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 we use some 
inequalities due to Mitrinovic and Vasic [4]. as extended recently by 
Beesack 121, to obtain some inequalities which are complementary (or the 
reverse) to those of Sections 2 and 3. 
Let ,D be a nonnegative measure on a a-algebra of subsets of a set A with 
0 < ,u(A) < co. For brevity we write A,, = A X A X ... X A (n times) and we 
also write &,,(,U) to denote integration with respect to the product measure 
Pn=PXPX . . . x fi defined on subsets of A,. Let K(x, J,) be a nonnegative 
,uz-measurable function on A2 and let u/: (0, co) --t P be a given continuous, 
strictly monotonic function with inverse v’-‘. We define a sequence 
~w,W. VII‘; of generalized iterated kernels as follows: ~,K(x, y) = 
~(K(x, Jv)) and for n = 1, 2 ,..., 
lyn+,K(x, J) = 1 V,fqX* z) WIG, Y) W). (x, y) E A 2. (1) 
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In case v/(u) = K we have I+v,,K(x. J’) = K,,(s. .I.). the ordinary rzth iterated 
kernel of K from the theory of integral equations. In fact w,,K is just the rrth 
iterated kernel [w(K)],, of the kernel y/(K) and as such has the alternative 
representation 
under either of the existence hypotheses given below. In this lemma we also 
give another important property of the sequence (w,, K}. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that yl,KE L?(A,). Then v/,,K E Lz(A2) for all 
n >= I, and also v,K E L(A,). MoreoLler.Jor n 2 1 we haue 
In case y is nonnegatice. (2) is also calid although both sides ma)’ then hare 
the value +a~. 
ProoJ Although the results follow from the general theory of integral 
equations and the fact that y,,K = [ ty(K)],. we give a short proof for the 
sake of completeness. First, since ,uz(Az) = @(A))’ < co we will have 
LJA,) c L,(A?) if 0 < q < p. so for the first part it suffices to prove that 
y,,K E L2(AJ. We prove this by induction on IL It is true for n = 1 and. if 
true for some n 2 1. then since both integrals .(‘, .(‘, / I+v,K(x, z)j’ dp(z) d&v), 
.(‘.4 .)‘.I v/I K(z. Y)I’ W) 40) are finite, it follows that for almost all 
(x, J) E A x A the inner integrals exist (finite) and are p-measurable over A. 
By (I) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality we see that w,,, , K(x, J) is well 
defined a.e. on AZ and 
1 I+Y,,+ K(x. .v)l’ 5 j; I VI,,K(X, z)l’ d&J . 1’ I WI K(z. ~4’ 44z). 
. .I 
whence 
. ( I ‘i/,K(z. # &zk Y) . 42 
proving that v,, + , K E L,(A 2). 
To prove (2), suppose first that IJI is nonnegative so that by (I) all ty,,K 
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are well defined (but may have values of +oo) and integrable over A, (but 
the integral may equal +co). By Fubini’s theorem we have 
by making the change of variables z + x,. x, + .Y?. Because of the positivity 
of the integral we may repeat this procedure using (1) and Fubini at each 
step to finally obtain (2). 
Now in the case that v,(K) = v(K) E L2(A2) we also have 
Iwl,(K)=lyl(K)IELz(A,) and hence also IwI,KE L&&). Since 1 v/I is 
nonnegative, (2) holds with v/ replaced by 1~1 to give 
)_ IVIH~~P~= 1. ]‘Ily/(K(x,j-,,-~j))l~~,+,. . d2 ‘-J,+1 I 
It follows from this that fly yl(K(+ ,, ,Y~)) E L(A,+ ,). so that Fubini’s 
theorem applies to give 
n 
.Jn+, rI VIK(dKj-l~-Kj))dPn+~ I 
again using a change of variable. Since the integrand of the last integral is in 
L(A,) we may repeat the procedure, again using Fubini’s theorem, to finally 
obtain (2) now with both sides finite. 
As for (I’), it can be proved by induction on n once the integrals are 
known to exist. 
LEMMA 2 (JENSEN’S INEQUALITY). (a) Let v be a nonnegathe measure 
on a o-algebra of subsets of a set D and let q, f be rvneasurable functions on 
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D such that q(x) > 0 and -00 2 a 2 f(s) 2 b 2 + co fir all .Y E D arid 
.(‘” q dv = 1. If 0 is continuous and convex on (a. /3) and if so(f) E L,.(D). 
then either qf + or qf (or both) is in L,.(D). so that j‘,, q-f dv = J‘,, qf + dr + 
.(‘D qf - dv is well deJined (possiblJ9 +az or -az ). Moreorer. we hare 
In case .(‘D qf dv = +oo we have ,L? = SUP,,~ f(x) = +co, and the left side of 
(3) means ~(+oc)) = lim,,, 4(-u). while if .(‘” qfdv = --oo. then a = 
inf,,, f (x) = - co and the left side of (3 ) is @( - 00 j. Finally. if both integrals 
appearing in (3) are known to exist (finite or infinite). then (3) still holds. 
Moreover. when .i, qf dv is finite. then jD q@(f) d\l does exist. finite or + 00. 
(b) If 4 is continuous and concave on (u. ,8) then ail of the above holds 
except that the direction of the inequality sign in (3) is reversed. In this case. 
the finiteness of !‘D qf dLy implies the existence of .(‘[, q@(f) dv, Jnite or --oo. 
Proof (a) If either I$ or f is constant, (3) holds trivially with equality 
so we suppose this is not the case. The proof of all but the last two sentences 
of (a) is essentially given in 13. Theorem 202 1 for ordinary Lebesgue 
integrals on the line, and this proof still applies in our case. We only observe 
that the implications concerning j3 = +oo or a = --oo are independent of the 
rest of the lemma. 
To prove the last parts we assume that both integrals 
exist, finite or infinite. (The case where I is finite has already been disposed 
of in fact.) If A is finite then proceeding as in [3 1. the convexity of o implies 
that 
where 1 is any real number between the right-hand and left-hand derivatives 
$;(A), $[(A). From (4) we see that 
[W(-~))l- = min(O,@(f(x)))l min{O,W) +A[f(x)-AlI. 
so that .(‘D q[#(f)] dv is finite. Hence .)‘D q@(f) dv exists, but may have the 
value +co. On multiplying (4) by q(x) and integrating over D we obtain (3) 
(and did not need to assume the existence of I). In case p is concave, the 
opposite inequality to (4) holds and we observe that a similar argument 
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using [Kf)l + = max(O, d(f)) shows that the finiteness of A implies the 
existence of I. either finite or -co. 
Next, supposeA=+co. Then/?=+a,j,qf+dv=+cx, but I’,qf-dais 
finite. Set f,(x) = min(n, f(x)). Then f,(x) + f(x) as n + co (YE D). Also 
0 I f,‘(x) 5 n and 0 ?J; (x) 2 f (x) and so both jD qf i dv and !‘1, qf ,; dv - 
are finite. Thus j, qf, dv is finite so we may apply (3) to f,, to obtain 
(3’) 
Now .)‘D qfn dr + ID qf dv = +03 as n + co. Since 4(u) is continuous and 
convex on (c[. co) it is also monotonic for large U. Moreover, f,(x) 5 f,, + ,(x) 
for x E D so the right side of (3’) approaches $(A) = 4(03) as n + co. To 
obtain (3) it only remains to prove that 
[ q&f,,) dt*-, I = 1. q@(f) dv as n + 03. (5) 
. D -D 
We may suppose 4(u) is monotonic on (u,,, 00). Let 
D, = (x E D:f(x) 5 uot. D? = (x E D: f(x) > q,}. 
Then f,,+,(x) 2 f,(x) > u,, if x E D,, for n 2 n, where n, > uO, and so 
(q(x) 4(fn(x))}:o is a monotonic sequence for each x E D,. By the monotone 
convergence theorem it follows that 
JD q4(fJ dv + [ 44(f) dv 
2 ‘n, 
where the limiting integral may have the value +co or -co. For x E D, we 
have CL 5 f(x) 5 u. so f,,(x) = f(x) for all tt 2 n, and hence 
Jo, q@(f,) dv = j,, q++(f) dv, where this integral may also have the value +OS 
or -CO. However, since I = jD q@(f) d v exists, by assumption, it follows that 
if both IL,, s@(f) dp and !‘Dz Mf) d v are infinite, they are both +co or both 
-co. The convergence (5) now follows. We note that it is possible to prove 
that jn, q@(f) dv is either finite or +co. 
Finally, the case A =-co follows in much the same way. In this case, 
CI = -co, .J’n qf dv = -co and .)‘” qf + dv is finite. We apply (3) to the 
function f, = max(-n,f) for which 0 2 f i(x) 2 --n, 0 2 f i(x) 5 f+(x). 
and f, + ,(x) 5 f,(x) for all x E D. The proof proceeds as before and we again 
obtain (3) for J 
(b) This follows by applying (a) to the convex function $, = -@. 
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2. GENERAL nth-ORDER MEANS 
Let IJI: (0, co+ FL be a continuous strictly monotonic function with 
inverse w ‘, and let (yl,K)t be defined as at (1). where y,KEL,(A?j or 
where y 2 0. We define the &h-order mean of K tL*ith respect to I//. u,,,~( K 1 
by 
a,,,(K) = w-’ )j v,K(x. y) dpz(x, y)l;U(A)“+ ’ ( , n= 1.2 . . . . . (6) 
‘: 
In order that u,,,(K) b e well defined we require firstly that the integral 
J= .(‘,(, qv,K dp, (with q = l/&l)“+‘) exist, and secondly that J is in the 
range of w, or if J = +oo that yl(+co) = +oo if w is increasing or ~(0 +) = 
+co if IJI decreasing. Similarly, in case J= --oo we require that ~(0 +) = 
-co if w is increasing or w(+ co) = --oo if v is decreasing. We shall al\vaj?s 
assume that the range of t+v (or x, etc.) satisfies these conditions. and note 
that this will be the case if n; I,@~) E .2(w) for II 2 1. lpi > 0. For in this 
case, using Lemma l(2), 
J= (_ q InI vW(-~,j- , . ,q)) &,, + , 
. .A 2 
w,,K&=j 
.-I ,, f I I 
exists, and J E .731(w) is clear if J is finite (even if K is a.e. constant on A,). If 
J= +co then, as in Lemma 2, n: y(K(xj-, , <vi)) is not bounded above on 
A n + , so v is also not bounded above whence either w(+co) = $00 or 
~(0 +) = fco. Similarly. in case J= -co. 
If x: (0, 00) + IJ is also continuous and strictly monotonic with 
x, K E L,(A,) or x2 0, one can also form the means a,.,(K) and ask whether 
these means with respect to v/ and x are comparable. An answer to this 
question is given by 
THEOREM 1. Let ,a, K, IJJ, x satisfjl the hypotheses given aboae and in 
Section 1 and in addition suppose that x(u) 2 0 for u > 0. Let 
4(u) =x(y-‘(u))for u E yl(lp +). Then for n 1 1 
I,., 5 c,(K) (7) 
holds if either (a) x is increasing and I$ is both concex and submultiplicatice, 
or (b) ,y is decreasing and 4 is both concave and supermultiplicatit?e. 
Proof: (a) The inequality (7) clearly holds if a,.,(K) = +03 so we may 
and do assume j,l? y,,K dp, is finite. By Lemma l(2) we have 
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and for either w 2 0 or y/(K) E L2(A2), 
exists, finite or fco. Now let l? = v(K) so $(k) =x(K) and 
and we have in case (a) 
Note that the existence of the second integral follows from the fact that $2 0 
since x 2 0; this also assures the meaningfulness of the multiplicative 
hypotheses on $. Using (S), (9) 
By applying x- ’ to both sides of this inequality we obtain (7). Similarly, 
in case (b) all of the preceding inequalities are reversed and applying x-’ we 
again obtain (7). 
We now consider a special case whose full explication will require an 
addendum to Theorem 1. For r E R, r # 0 define 
K’,“(x, y) = (K(x, ~8))~) K;l ,(x, y) = 1’ K;‘(x, z) K’,“(z, y) d/i(z). n = 1, 2 . . . . 
. .A 
and 
Also set 
aj’(K)=exp /PI!: logKdpz/@l)‘(. (11) 
12 
which is well defined if either j, 
.r.+log+(KW~,=+ 
log + (K) dpZ or jA? log (K) dpz is finite. If 
00 we set orL6(K) = +a, while if -)‘,,: log-(K) dp, = -m 
we set ajpr(K) = 0. Note that k$“’ = y,K for r # 0, w(u) = ur. By Lemma 1, 
art(K) = a,,,(K) is well defined and finite for all n 2 1 if K’E L2(A2), and 
exists (possibly +co if r > 0, or 0 if r < 0) for any K 2 0. 
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There is no continuous, strictly monotonic function v such that 
~(1~1 K) E a,, ,(K) for n > 1. but we note that .( . 
so that 
provided either ],d, log + K du2 or J‘l? log K dp2 is finite. 
THEOREM 2. Let y be continuous and strictly monotonic on (0, co), and 
set $@I = WV’(u)) f or u E I&E ’ ). Then if either v(K) E L >(A J or v/ is 
nonnegative, 
a,,,,(K) I a!?(K) (14) 
holds if 4 is convex and w- ’ is submultiplicative, while the opposite 
inequality to (14) holds if Q is concave and y - ’ is supermultiplicative. In the 
case of (14) we assume that j.d, log+ K dpz is finite whereas for the opposite 
inequality we assume either that w 2 0 and .(‘- y(K) du2 < 00, or that 
y(K) E L2(A2), and conclude the finiteness of jI2 log+ K duz. 
ProoJ For (14), under either hypothesis on v/ we have both (9) and (12). 
If we set I?= y/(K) so q(R) = log K it follows from (9). (12) that (14) is 
equivalent to 
with q(x)- l/&4)“+‘, or to 
In (15) the integral appearing on the left side is either finite if 
y/(K) E L,(A,), or is finite or +co if we only assume ly 2 0: the right-hand 
integral in (15) is either finite or -co. 
Now we note that for all yi > 0, @(fl: yj) 5 xy @(yj) since this is 
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equivalent to w-‘(ny yi) 5 n: w-‘(yj). Using this and the convexity of r$ 
with Lemma 2, we obtain 
provided only the 
5 I 
. jn+l 
9 $ @(R-q I. -Yj)) &,,,I. 
second integral exists. To see this is the case note that 
It follows that 
since the integral on the right side of (15) is either finite or -co. Hence the 
second integral above exists, finite or -co, so the proof of (14) is complete. 
For the opposite inequality, if v(K) E L-&I,) then all ty’,K E L(A?) and in 
particular 14, y(K) dp, is finite; in case IJI 2 0 we are assuming this last 
integral is finite. In both cases we will show that j’ ,. log + K dp, is finite so 
that a!,“(K) is well defined, possibly -a~, and that - 
a,JK) L $“W) (14’) 
holds for n 2 1. This inequality is trivially true if I,, ty,K dpz = +a~, so for 
either hypothesis on w we may assume J,, ynK dpz is finite. First we shall 
show that -)‘,4, log+K dp, < co. To this end we apply Lemma 2 with D = Al. 
1’ =,uz, q(x) = l/p(A)‘. to obtain, by the concavity of 4. 
Since the integral on the left side of (16) is finite, it follows from the last part 
of Lemma 2(b) that the integral on the right side of (16) exists, either finite 
or -a~. In particular, it follows that I‘, , log ‘K dpz is finite. 
Now to prove (14’) for n 2 1. since both (9) and (12) again hold, we see 
that (14’) is equivalent to 
where we have used the same notation as in (15). Here the integral 
J = [,,, v/,K dp2 appearing on the left side of ( 15’) is finite. while that on the 
right side is either finite or -co by the finiteness of -)‘-,? log + K dpz. By using 
Lemma 2(b) and the fact that now @(n; 11~) 2 z: @(yi) for 11; > 0 we obtain 
provided the middle integral exists. Again this follows from the last part of 
Lemma 2(b). This completes the proof of (15’) and so also of (14’). 
Remark 1. The finiteness of J assures the validity of all of (17). 
including the existence of the last two integrals. even without the assumption 
that !‘,1, y(K) dpz is finite. The first inequality and middle integral were 
explained above. As for the second inequality and last integral we could use 
which as before implies .l‘.,.,,q[~;l~(~(-~j~,,~j,)]’ dp,, , < co, so the last 
integral in (17) exists (finite or --oo), and the last inequality of (17) follows. 
However, this last integral is just -(‘,,n+, q Cy log K(.Y- , , xi) dp,,, , and. for 
n > 1, the existence of this integral does not appear to imply the finiteness of 
j’,,? log+Kdpl as is needed to give (12). (13). 
As a corollary of Theorems 1 and 2 we obtain the following result dealing 
with the special means a!‘(K) defined by (lo), (I 1). 
COROLLARY 1. Let K:AxA-+iF+ be pu,-measurable and for r E 12. 
n 2 1, let c-rilrl(K) be the nth-order means of K defined by (IO), ( 11). Then 
a:‘(K) 5 a;‘(K) for --co<sSr<co, (18) 
provided ay’(K) isJnite for some t > 0. 
Proof First suppose s < r with s, r # 0. In Theorem 1 take x(u) = ur. 
u/(u)= us so qqu)=u ‘is is both sub- and supermultiplicative. If s < r < 0 
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then hypothesis (b) of Theorem 1 holds, while if s < 0 < r or 0 < s < r 
hypothesis (a) holds. Hence (18) follows from Theorem 1 for such s, r. 
Next suppose s < 0 = r. In Theorem 2 take w(u) = us so d(u) = (l/s) log u 
is convex and wP’ is (sub)multiplicative. Since ! ,4 ? K’dp, is finite for some 
t > 0 it follows also that I?2 log +K dpz is finite. Thus a!‘(K) exists and (18) 
follows from Theorem 2. 
Finally, suppose s = 0 < r. In Theorem 2 take v(u) = u’; now +4(u) = (l/r) 
log u is concave and I,-’ is (super)multiplicative. In the proof of the second 
part of Theorem 2, the hypothesis that j.,, y(K) dpz was finite was only used 
to prove that jA, log + K dpz was finite. Since we already have this as noted in 
the last paragraph. the inequality (18) also follows from Theorem 2 in this 
case. 
Remark 2. The special case r = i. s = 0 of ( 18) was proved as 
Theorem 1 in [l] under the more stringent hypothesis that K E L,(A?). On 
page 13 of [ 1 ] it was also mentioned that the (more complicated) technique 
used there could also be used to give a lower bound for the iterated kernels 
K,. Here we give an indication of how the techniques of Theorems 1, 2 can 
also be modified to yield upper or lower bounds for the generalized kernels 
v,,K. We omit most details since they are so similar to those already given. 
First, if either w> 0 or y(K) E L&4?) we have (as in the proof of 
Lemma 1) the representation 
Corresponding to the integrals appearing in a:‘(K)-see (I 1) to (13twe 
define for n 2 2, 
L,(x,,x,)=(n-2) \ IogKdp, 
. .A :
+ /@I 1. {log W,,, f) + log K(f, x,J I 4#). (20) . .-I 
If either -J‘A1 log ‘K dp, or jdl log -Kdp, is finite, then for almost all 
(x0, -L)EA2, Ln(xO, x,) is well defined but may have the values -co or 
fco, respectively. Also, as at (12) we have 
Lil(XOI -a = j log fi K(-rj- 1, Xi) dP,- I(-rI r...p X”- 1). 
-4.-l L 
Corresponding to the inequality (7) of Theorem 1 ,ve no,~ hatle 
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when x 2 0 and either (a) ,y is increasing and o =x( w ’ ) is conrex and 
submultiplicative, or (b) x is decreasing and 0 is concare and 
supermultiplicative. In particular, taking v(u) = u so w,,K = K,, (the nth 
iterated kernel of K), we obtain the bounds 
Cy”K)(X”. ?I,,) 5 ,P(AY ‘xIK,(.q,. .Y,)/P(A )” ’ I 
if x 2 0 is decreasing, concave and supermultiplicatire. and 
(23) 
(X,K)(x,, x,) 1 P(A)“-‘X[K,(-Q, &,)/P(A)“-’ I (23’) 
if x 2 0 is increasing, convex and submultiplicative. 
Similarly, corresponding to the inequality (14) of Theorem 2 we now have. 
for ~20 or W(K)EL&lJ. 
w~‘(w,K(x,.?s,*)/~(u(A)“-‘)I exp(L,(,uo,x,)/,u(A)‘~‘) (24) 
if j,J, log + K dpz is finite. y ’ is submultiplicative and @ = log(y ’ ) is 
con&x. The opposite inequality to (24) holds if-J‘,,: Iog’K dp, < 03. y ’ is 
supermultiplicative and @ is concave. By applying v to (24) (or its opposite) 
we can obtain upper or lower bounds for v’n K(x,, x, ). 
Remark 3. In case A= [O,a]CP+ has p(A) < 03. if K(s, J*) = 0 for 
0 I x < J 5 a (so K is a Volterra-type kernel), all of the above can be - 
applied provided the function v is continuous and increasing on 16 + with 
y/(O) = 0. In this case one can show by induction that for all n 2 1. 
y,,K(x, J) = 0 for 0 5 x < J 5 a, and that 
.I 
tyn+, K(x. y) = 1 y,K(x, z) (i/, K(z. ~9) dp(z) = I’ v, K(x, z) y/,K(z. y) dp(z) 
. I I 
for 0 2 y 5 x 2 a. In addition, for 0 5 ,yO 5 .yn 2 a one has the representation 
By making use of such a representation one can obtain inequalities of the 
form (22)-(24), as well as (7) and (14), for Volterra kernels. We do not go 
into detail here but only note that now factors of the form q = l/,@ )” + ’ or 
I/p(A)“-’ are replaced by those of the form (j’~!‘~,~“,; ... jG;dp(.u,) ... 
dp(x,) d&J} -’ or (1:; ... j$ dp(x,) ... dp(x,- ,) 1-I. In the next section we 
shall give examples of theorems of this kind involving convolutions and 
ordinary Lebesgue measure. 
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3. CONVOLUTION INEQUALITIES 
Let f. g be nonnegative Lebesgue measurable functions on (0. co) and for 
each x 2 0 consider the measurable nonnegative convolution f *g defined by 
f *g(x) = .I’; f(f) g(x - t) dt = 1; g(t) f(x - f) dt. If w: (0. co ) + (0. co ) is 
continuous, onto, and strictly monotonic, we shall be interested in bounds for 
vf, * d-1 * .‘* :ic I&(X), where IJI~;. = ty(fj), as well as in inequalities involving 
generalized means of tyf, * ... * yfn. To this end we introduce the definitions 
P,.,(f,,....f,;,u)=w~‘((n- I)! lyf, :b ... :fi Iclfn(x)/x”-‘}, (25) 
/3~~‘(f,....f,,;x)=exp )(n- I)!]:(.~--t)‘~-2~log~(f)df/r”-‘(. (26) 
I 
where, for simplicity, we always assume 1’: logtfi(f) df < co for 1 5 j 5 n 
(n 2 2). 
THEOREM 3. Let J;. (1 5 j 5 n) be nonnegafire measurable functions on 
r* + = (0, 00) and lef I+V, x: IF + + Ff + be continuous, onfo. and sfricfljp 
monotonic. Let 4(u) = x(y-‘(u)) f or u > 0. Then for n 2 2 and x > 0 we 
have 
P,,,,(f, 9..*, f,, : x) 5 P”.,(f, 9.e.9 f,, : x) (27) 
provided either (a) ,y is increasing and o is both convex and 
submultiplicatit~e, or (b) x is decreasing and o is both concave and super- 
mulfiplica fice. 
Moreocer. zf jGlog+fjdr<w for lsjsn. and we sef o,(u)= 
log(y/-‘(u)), u > 0. rhen for n 2 2. x > 0. 
P,,.,(f, ?a.., f, ; x) 5 Pjp’(f, ....? f, : x) (28) 
provided 4, is convex and v/- ’ is submultiplicatiL~e. while the opposite 
inequality holds 17 4, is concave and v ’ supermuhiplicatiz?e. 
Proof The proof is similar to those of Theorems 1 and 2 and depends on 
the representations 
xz-‘/(n- l)! =jo ... ( -d,x, . . . d-Y,-,, 
-0 
1 
fX” (x, - f)“-2 $ log h(t) dt 
(n-2)! .. 
=Jo”...-(i~logf;(ri-,*i-,)dr, ..a dx,-,, 
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valid for n 2 2. x,, > 0 (where s,, = 0) under our hypotheses. Note that all 
integrals exist, finite or infinite. under these hypotheses. The last identity is 
clearly true for n = 2 and can be proved by induction. We omit further 
details of the proof, only noting that the main step is the application of 
Jensen’s inequality (Lemma 2) with D= ((s ,...., x,,+,):O~s, 2 
x, 2 . . . 5 x, _, s xn }, 1, = Lebesgue measure in IF;“- ‘. and 9 = l/l,(D) = 
(n - l)! xi-n. 
COROLLARY 2. For r # 0, n 2 2, and nonnegatice measurable fi 
(I 5 j 5 n) on P + define the r-means 
/Pl(f, ,..., f . ” K) = ((n - 1 )!f{ * !I” . . . * f:,(S)/.K” - ’ } ’ r. (29) 
Then for --oo < s c r < co we have for n 2 2. s > 0, 
This follows in the same way as Corollary 1 by taking x(u) = u”. w(u) = U’ if 
--co < s < r < oc, with r. s # 0 in Theorem 3. etc. In this case the proof 
(when r or s = 0) is simpler since we are assuming the finiteness of all the 
integrals jt log ‘J(t) dt. 
The special case s = 0, r = 1 of (30) was proved in [ 1. Theorem 2 ]. 
By proceeding as with (23)-(24) we can obtain bounds for xf, * ... * xf,, 
in terms of the ordinary convolutionf, * ... *f, by taking w(u) = u in (27). 
We find that 
n-i 
xf, * ... *xf,(x)s (iKe l)! ,y((n- l)!f, *: ... *fn(.u)/xnm’) (31) 
if ,y > 0 is decreasing, concave and supermultiplicatke on p +, while the 
opposite inequality holds if x > 0 is increasing, concex and submultiplicative. 
4. SOME COMPLEMENTARY (REVERSE) INEQUALITIES 
In this section we shall make use of a type of reverse (or complementary) 
inequality to Jensen’s inequality due to D. S. MitrinovZ and P. M. Vasii: 14, 
Section 31 as extended by Beesack [2]. There are two such inequalities, and 
we quote the special cases to be applied here as Lemmas 3 and 4. 
LEMMA 3. (a) Let v, D, q be as in Lemma 2 and let f be a 17. 
measurable function on D such that --03 < x, 5 f(x) 5 xz < cc for all 
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x E D. Let Q be a convex function on I = [x,, x2] such that o”(x) >= 0 with 
equality for at most isolated points of I, and suppose that o(x) > 0 for all 
x E I. Then 
where A > 1 is determined as follows: set ,u = [#x2) - o(x,)]/(x2 -x,) and if 
,u # 0 let x = .U be the unique solution in [x, , x2 ] of the equation ,uo(x) = 
$‘(x)[~(x,) + ,u(x - x,)1; then A =p/o’(?c). 
(b) If o is concave on [x,, x1 ] and o”(x) 5 0 with equality for at most 
isolated points of [x,, x2], then the opposite inequality to (32) holds. with a 
constant A E (0, 1) determined precisely as before. 
This is a special case of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 of [21. 
LEMMA 4. (a) Let L*, D, q,f. x,, x2 be as in Lemma 3, and let o(x) be 
any dtfirentiable function on [x,, xZ] such that o’(x) exists and is strictly 
increasing on I. Then 
I’ q#(f)dvZl +@ ()_ d-d+ 
-D -D 
(33) 
where 1 > 0 is determined as follows: let x = X be the unique solution of the 
equation 4’(x) = ,u(x, < X < x2); then A = 4(x,) - o(a) + ,u(?s - x,). (Here p 
is as defined in Lemma 3.) 
(b) If o’(x) is strictly decreasing on I, then 
4 (.I], sf dv ) 5 l+ jD s@(f) dv. (33’) 
where now A > 0 is determined by A = #(J?) - @(I,) -,a(X - x,), where x = ,U 
is the unique solution of qY(x) =p (x, < i! < x2). 
This is Theorem 2 and Corollary 2 of [2]. 
We will also require the following elementary technical lemma whose 
proof we leave to the reader. 
LEMMA 5. Ifa<j?anda~yi~pfor lIi5nthen 
min(a”, p”) 5 fi yi 5 max(an, /II”) if a/320. 
1 
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If a/I < 0. then 
while if 1 a/j3 / > 1. then 
Moreover. all bounds can be attained and so are best possible. 
For later use we introduce the following notation: 
x,(a. /?, n) = min(a”, p”, an- ‘/I. a/I” 
x,(a,/?, n) = max(a”, /3”, an-‘/I). 
(34) 
From Lemma 5, it follows that if u < p and CL 5 yi 2 p (lzizn) then 
(35) 
THEOREM 4. Let K be pz-measurable on AZ with 0 < m 5 K(x, y) 5 M 
for alf (x,J~)EA~. Let ty,x:F++F be continuous, strictI)* monotonic 
functions with inverse functions I,- ‘, x ‘, and suppose that x(F ’ ) = II- + .
and ty(iF + ) = IF: + if all I&) > 0, or y/(P + ) = IF; if some I&) I 0. Let 
a = min(w(m), y(M)) and /I = max(w(m). y(M)) and let x, = x,(a. /3. n). 
x2 = s?(a,/I, n) be defined by (34). Set 4(u) =x(I+-I(u)) for u E y/(F ‘) and 
let p = [#(.x2) - @,)]/(.u~ -.Y,). 
(a) Suppose g”(x) 2 0 rcith equalit~~ for at most isolated points of 
[x, . x,] and let ,I > I be determined as in Lemma 3. Then if@ and x are both 
supermultiplicative, we have 
(36) 
if x is increasing. while the opposite inequal@)* holds if x is decreasing. 
Moreover, $4 is supermultiplicative but x is submultiplicative, then 
a,,,(K) 5 Ix- ‘(1~ ‘) I ‘a,.,(K) (37) 
if x is increasing while the opposite holds if x is decreasing. 
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(b) Suppose 4”(x) 5 0 with equality for at most isolated points of 
[x,, x1], and let I E (0, I) be determined as in Lemma 3. Then if@ and ,y are 
both submultiplicative we hate 
a,,,(K) 2 x- ‘(A) %,,(W (36’) 
ifx is increasing, and the retterse inequality lfx is decreasing. Moreover, if0 
is submultiplicatioe but x is supermultiplicatice, then 
%.,W 2 lX-‘w’r’%.,(~) (37’) 
if x is increasing with the opposite inequality if x is decreasing. 
Prooj (a) We have a 5 v(K(x, ~3)) 5 /I for all (x. jq) E A *, so that by 
(35), 
If x, 5 0, Domain w-’ = P, while if X, > 0, Domain y-1 = IF! +. In either 
case I= [x,,x2] c Domain 4. and C(X) > 0 for x E I. By Lemma 3(a) it 
follows that if we set f? = y(K), then 
where q = l/&4)“” and 1 is as given by Lemma 3. This reduces to 
5 14 (Jdn+,qfI W(K(J,I,.Kj))d~,+,). (38) 
If x is increasing and supermultiplicative, then x-’ is increasing but 
submultiplicative so applying x-’ to (38) gives, in view of the identities (8), 
(9). 
a,,,W) 5 x- ‘(A) %,,W 
proving (36). Observe that all integrals now exist (finite) since all the 
integrands are now bounded (measurable) functions. Similarly. if x is 
decreasing and supermultiplicative, then x-’ is decreasing and super- 
-109 99 I IO 
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multiplicative, and applying x ’ to (38) yields the opposite inequality to 
(36). To prove (37) just rewrite (38) in the form 
and proceed as before. 
(b) This follows in the same way since in place of (38) we now have 
for some J E (0, 1) by Lemma 3(b). 
It is only in the case that 4 is actually multiplicative that Theorem 4 is 
complementary to Theorem I. In particular when 0 < m 5 K(x, 4’) 5 M then 
using (7) together with (36) or the opposite of (36’). or (37) with the 
opposite of (37’). ,r’e have for such 4 (and x, v as in Theorem 4): 
where x is increasing and supermultiplicative and 4 is convex (with q” > 0 
except at isolated points), or when x is decreasing and submultiplicative and 
4 is concave (with 4” < 0 except at isolated points). Also 
%,,(K) 5 CL,(K) 5 [x- ‘(A ‘)] - ‘q,(K), 
where x is increasing and submultiplicative and p is strictly convex in the 
above sense, or when x is decreasing and supermultiplicative and 4 is strictly 
concave. 
Similarly, there is an inequality which is complementary to that of 
Theorem 2, in a restricted sense. 
THEOREM 5. Let K. m, M, a, /3. x,, x2 be as in Theorem 4, where v/ is 
continuous and strictly monotonic on R + with y(R ‘) = R ’ if all y(x) > 0, 
or t&F?+)= IF1 if some y(x) 5 0. Set b(u) = log v-‘(u) and ,D = 
[4(x2) - $+L)ll(~2 -x1). 
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(4 If v-’ is supermultiplicative, and 4’ is strictly increasing on 
I = [x,, x,], and I is determined as in Lemma 4(a), then 
a:](K) 2 e.‘a,.,(K). (39) 
(b) If I+/-’ is submultiplicative, 4’ is stric@ decreasing on I, and 1 is 
determined as in Lemma 4(b), then 
u,JK) 5 e.‘ajpl(K). (39’) 
ProoJ: (a) As in the proof of Theorem 4, we have I = [x,, xz] c 
Domain 4 always. It follows from Lemma 4(a) with v =,u,+, , D = A,, , , 
q = l/&4)“+ ’ and f(Z) = ny g(.xj ~, , xj) that 
Since CIY Vj) = > C; #(yj) because IJ--‘(~; yi) 2 n; IJ~‘(~~), this gives 
which is equivalent to (39), in view of (13) and (9). 
(b) This follows in the same way by using Lemma 4(b). 
Theorem 5 is complementary to Theorem 2 only in the case that v/- * is 
multiplicative. In this case (14) and (39) give 
provided 0 < m 5 K(x, 4’) 2 M, ~(ip ‘) = P, and 4’ is strictly increasing, 
while the opposite of (14) and (39’) give 
a,,,(K) 2 a:‘(K) 2 e--‘a,,,(K) 
provided 0 < m 5 K(x, ~7) 5 M, v(iFi + ) = IR, and $’ is strictly decreasing. 
As an application of Theorems 4 and 5 we again consider the r-means 
a!](K) defined by (lo), (11). For r, s # 0 the functions x, I,V, Q considered in 
Corollary 1 are all actually multiplicative. In general, the requirement in 
Theorem 4 that 4 be super- or submultiplicative and in Theorem 5 that v-’ 
have these properties is a genuine drawback. In addition, as can be seen from 
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Lemma 5, the calculation of the constants A may involve many special cases. 
We omit most of these calculations in stating the results below. 
Let 0 < m 5 K(x. y) 5 M for (x. y) E AZ and for r. s # 0, n 2 1 let 
Then 
a!,“‘(K) 5 B;“,‘a;‘(K) if s < r (3. r f 0). (40) 
This follows from Theorem 4 by taking x(x) = xr, w(x) = xs so $(x) = .yr ‘. 
and using (36) if 0 < s < r or s < 0 < r, or the opposite of (36’) ifs < r < 0. 
We only note that one finds x, = mns, x2 = M”” if s > 0 and x, = M”‘, 
x2 = mns if s < 0, and (using the notation of Lemma 3) 
.f = (r/s,a)(xI; ’ -w,)[ 1 - (r/s)] -‘. 
1 = (p/r)“‘{ (x’;” -,~u?c,)[l - (r/s)l-I}“-” ‘I’. 
For the case s = 0 < r we apply Theorem 5 with W(X) = x’. so @(x) = 
log W-‘(X) = (I/r) log x has 4’ strictly decreasing, and (39’) applies. Here 
we have x, = mnr . CC> = M”’ and, using Lemma 4(b). find 
~=log(xz/?s,)/[r(xz-?c,)l. ?s=(rp)~‘. ~=~u.u,-r~‘-r~~‘log(r~.r,). 
This gives 
a!‘(K) 2 B,,,ajp’(K) (r > 0) (41) 
where B,,,, = (rp,e)-“’ exp@,m”‘), rt,ith 
p,. = n log(M/m)/(M”’ - mnr-). 
Similarly, if s < 0 = r, (39) of Theorem 5 applies with W(X) = s’. 
4(u) = (l/s) log x. Now x, = M”“, .Y~ = mns and using Lemma 4(a) we obtain 
a!‘(K) 5 B;i a:‘(K) (s < 0). (42) 
Remark 4. The special case n = 1 of Theorems 4 and 5 and of the 
inequalities (40~(42) was proved in [2]. In the case n = 1 the analogue of 
Theorem 4 alone was used to give the analogues of (40)--(42), because no 
questions of sub- or supermultiplicativity of Q arose. 
Remark 5. Additional theorems giving inequalities of the form 
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(or its reverse) could also be obtained from Lemma 4. We will not do so 
here. Similarly, one could apply Lemma 3 with d(u) = log(v/-‘(u)). 
However, the results in this case would not be essentially different from those 
given in Theorem 5; in fact they would be more restrictive because of the 
requirement that $ not change sign in Lemma 3. 
We conclude by stating some complements of the convolution inequalities 
of Section 3. We omit proofs since these are so similar to those of 
Theorems 4 and 5 but using the identities of Theorem 3 instead of (8). (9) 
and (13). 
THEOREM 6. Let& ( 1 5 j 5 n) be Lebesgue measurable functions on R + 
such that 0 < mj 5 fj(x) 5 Mj for x E D = [0, a ] (where 0 < a 5 co) with 
appropriate constants mj, Mj. Let I, x: R + + IF ’ be continuous, onto, and 
strictly’ monotonic. and set d(u) =x(w-I(u)). u E P +, x, = min(n’; w(ml). 
ny Y(Mj)). -Y? = max(n; w(m.J n; Yl(Mj)L and P = I@(xz) - @(-~,)I/ 
(x1 - s,). Let A > 0 be determined as in Lemma 3. 
(a) Suppose o”(x) 2 0 with equality for at most isolated points of 
I= [X,..Kzl. If 4 and x are both supermultiplicative we have. for x E D. 
n 1 2, - 
&,(f,,.*.,f,: x) I x-‘(n)P,,,(f,1....f,; x) 
~fx is increasing and the opposite inequality ~fx is decreasing. Moreover. tf o 
is supermultiplicative but x is submultiplicative then for x E D, n 5 2, we 
have 
P,.,(f, . . . ..f.. x) 5 1x-V -‘,I ~‘P”.,(fW.f,: -y) 
~fx is increasing and the opposite inequality tf x is decreasing. 
(b) Suppose #“(.Y) 5 0 with equality for at most isolated points of I. If 
o and x are both submultiplicative then 
for x E D, n 5 2 if x is increasing, and the opposite inequality tf x is 
decreasing. Moreover, tf o is submultiplicative but x is supermultiplicative 
then for x E D, n 2 2, 
Pn.x(f,,...9fn; -x) 1 [x-Y- ')I -'P,.,(f, r...,f,,: x) 
tf x is increasing and the opposite inequality tf x is decreasing. 
(c) Suppose 4’ is strictly increasing on I and 1 is now determined as 
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in Lemma 4(a). If $ is supermultiplicatice and x is superadditive then for 
x E D. n 2 2, 
P”Jf, . . ..3.f.. -u) 5 x-‘(l) + P,.,(f, . . . ..s.. -v) 
if x is increasing, rvith the opposite inequalitjv if x is decreasing. 
(d) Suppose $’ is strictly decreasing on I and 1 is determined as in 
Lemma 4(b). If 4 is submultiplicative and ,y is superadditioe. then for x E D. 
n 2 2, 
if ,y is increasing, with the opposite inequality if x is decreasing. 
THEOREM I. Let f., mj, Mj, D, x,, x2 be as in Theorem 6, and let 
li/: IF +-IF+ be continuous, onto, and strictly monotonic. Set 
4(u) = log(yl-‘(u)) for u E P+ and define ,a = [#(x2) - @(x,)]/(xz -x,). 
(a) rf 4’ is strictly increasing on I= [x,.x2], ICI--’ is 
supermultiplicatiae, and 1 is determined as in Lemma 4(a). then for .Y E D. 
n 2 2. we have 
PIp’(f, ,..., f, ; .x) I dP,.,(f, . . . . , f, ; s). 
(b) If 4’ is strictly decreasing on I, v/ ’ is submultiplicative. and 1 is 
determined as in Lemma 4(b), then for x E D. n 1 2, bve have 
/?, Jf, . . . . . f, ; x) 2 e.‘/lIpl(f, ,.... f, : .K). 
For the special r-means defined by (26) for r = 0 or (29) for r # 0. we 
have the following inequalities which are complementary to the inequalities 
(30) of Corollary 2, Section 3. If 0 < mj 5 h(x) 5 Mj for I 5 j 5 n. 
xED=[O,a], thenforxED, nz2, 
/y(f, ,...) f,; x) 5 qy&‘(f, ,.... f,; x) (s < r. r. s # 0). 
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A Iso 
where 
C,,, = (wre)-“r exp (k 0 $), 
Pi-=lOg (i:I(M,jmj))l(~~~-I:Im:i’ 
The values of these constants may be obtained from those in (40t(42) by 
replacing M”, m” by n; Mj, n: mj. 
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